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We interviewed New York Times reporter, Harrison Salisbury about his experiences as a war correspondent
that spanned WWII, Korea, Vietnam and Cold War.

When asked how we got into Vietnam, he said, "Ignorance." He talks about the Pentagon papers and the
process the Times went through before publishing, his harrowing trip to North Vietnam and his concern that
we will forget the lessons of Vietnam and end up in another war.
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Harrison Salisbury and I have been talking about the war and the reporting of war and the responsibilities of
the war correspondent some of the top correspondents of the world joined me to explore that question I invite
you to be with us Harrison when you and I met briefly in New Guinea in 1944 when you came from India to
Australia to New Guinea we were reporting what might be described as a popular war popular in the sense
that it had clear blacks and whites no half tones if we knew where the enemy was and he was a bad guy
there was no doubt about it but it's never been the same since has it no it really hasn't although I think the
situation was much the same in Korea I don't think there was much doubt about the enemy there where it
began to go off track was in Vietnam well Vietnam has been described as the longest war I believe but in
truth there's been a longer war that's that's the cold war in course you've you've been the the expert perhaps
more than any other reporter in reporting that war how different is that from reporting the hot war what are
the responsibilities of the the correspondent well I think quite honestly it's harder to report a cold war than the
hot war and a hot war as you well know you're at the front and you see the action you were the fighting men
there may be tragedies there may be great triumphs there's lots of human pathos and all the rest of it the
Cold War the action is going on behind the scenes you often don't know what the moves are you have to
deduce them you have to try and ferret out the secrets on either side sudden crises arise and you don't have
the materials really to interpret it it's a damn difficult word up report you're you're sensing political movements
and I suppose you're also interested in in relative military
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also interested in in relative military strength aren't you you're very much interested in the relative military
strength this is sometimes difficult to get at but it hasn't been very difficult in recent years because so much
is known I the sign it's very difficult these days to conceal military strength airplanes rockets missiles all the
rest of it the sensors will cite them out the satellites will find them but what you don't know are those moves
that are made behind the behind the scenes in the Kremlin for example which way are they going to move
they're gonna go for broke on this one or is the past going to be a reliable guide to the future and they're
going to play it conservatively I think it requires really a long knowledge of watching it's like a little bit like
poker follow who's played poker all his life is apt to be a good deal better at it than the fellow who just comes
in with a new deck and a feeling that he can win all the time I think you have to watch the sides and learn the
moves and learn the signals how long were you in Moscow I went to Moscow first not long before we first
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met this was in 1944 spent about seven or eight months there then I came back to Moscow again in 49 and I
stayed right through past the death of Stalin into the early years of Khrushchev and I've been going back
there for periods of time up to six months ever since then except lately I'm so unpopular there that I don't get
in very often I mean they won't okay your visa they won't give me a visa I see that that is disappointing not
surprising the the sensing of situations in a cold war does demand a global perspective does it not oh yes
absolutely do you when you were in Moscow or did you when you were in Moscow did you have a good input
as a reporter there or did you feel isolated from the rest of the world badly
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from the rest of the world badly isolated this was particularly true in the Cold War period because the first
place it was hard to get communications in from the outside I was dependent on newspapers coming in it
might take the New York Times two months to come in the big Edition and even the international papers from
Paris would take up to two or three weeks you'd listen to the broadcast of course but there they're truncated
in those days you had to listen to a rather primitive kind of boa BBC was always good if you could hear them
but there was lots of interference you could depend not at all on the Russians they had no news in their
papers you had no access to them anyway the embassy was very ill informed I used to spend as much time
trying to find out what was happening in the outside world as I did trying to find out what was in my going on
in Moscow I was working abroad running bureaus that it was popular to say that a correspondent could be
too long in one place he began to take on the coloration of the environment he began to get the point of view
of the country that he was in that ever happened to you in Russia no it didn't happen to me in Russia and I
have seen it happen in Russia and I've seen it happen in other places I've seen it happened in Italy I've seen
it happen in Paris even in England if you do stay so long that you begin to be English rather than American
or Italian rather than American or Russian rather than American it's possible to happen I think so I think I
think that sometimes I think that we moved them around a little bit too much now because of the ease of
transportation that the networks for example don't really maintain too many base correspondents their pooled
and in London or in New York and Zim zip the next you know in six hours you can get almost any place in
the world and that probably isn't as good as it should be but even the big newspapers tend to move their
men within two or three years which may be good and it may be bad sometimes you have a difficult country I
think of Italy again just as an example because it's a you don't think of it as anything so difficult but the
politics of Italy are incredibly complex the
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of Italy are incredibly complex the politics of the Vatican are very complex and we don't have men who
stayed there really long enough to sort of get under the skin of what's going on there I was talking with a
general titled earlier who was public information officer you remember for general westmoreland and he was
observing that it's the responsibility of the networks and the wire services and the big newspapers to to send
better qualified cars it's abroad he felt there should be less on-the-job training they should be mature and and
well educated and knowledgeable that's a large order isn't it it is a large order and I think of the Vietnam in
that context because while I believe that the early correspondence in Vietnam these are the ones that we
don't think of now the ones who went in at the end the world war two and stayed there through yen Binh Phu
they were small in number almost all of them had French language they many of them had served in the Far
East a long time they knew the overall situation the history and the psychology these people and I think they
did a beautiful job if you go back and read their dispatches the next batch of correspondence we're young
they were sort of like we were when we went into the war we were gung ho for a war and that's all right I
think covering a war but you don't get much nuance in that you may be okay at the front but it takes a time
before you learn the nuances of war but you don't know much about the battleground in which you're fighting
and I think if there was a great great weakness in our overall American newspaper coverage of the Vietnam
War it was the depth they meant out there it was not just the reporters but many people just they didn't even
know what country they were in for all practical purposes now you were the only American correspondent to
get into North Vietnam right how did that come about that was the result of about two years of constant effort
on my part the paper assigned me to try and get in there if I
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assigned me to try and get in there if I could they did that because I'd had great success in getting into a
number of closed communist countries that made that sort of a specialty of mine I'd gotten into all the
European communist countries when many of them were closed off I even got into Albania so they put this
problem to me and I waged a campaign which was similar the ones I waged in the other places of
telegraphing and writing and I even made one long trip with my wife actually in 66 all the way around the
perimeter of China the purpose of that was to fold one was to report China from the outside since we couldn't
get into China at that time and the second thing was to knock on the door all the way around and try to get
into China try to get North Vietnam trying to get into North Korea North Korea had a very low priority actually
but really tried hard on North Vietnam and that probably was the the most significant thing that happened
because I did get into contact with the direct contact with the North Vietnamese in Cambodia they had a an
embassy or something there and I met with him in June of 66 and they were quite optimistic said well sure
why not just wait around a little bit in a week or ten days and probably we can get permission so I did that I
went up and had a look at Angkor Wat which I'm delighted I did because you can't get looks at Angkor Wat
anymore but when I came back to the Vietnamese they said well we're terribly sorry but it isn't going to come
off so I thought well you know it's all I've lost the gamble but when I came back to the United States that
autumn I renewed my efforts as I always did sent new letters new telegrams and things of that kind out of the
blue in December of 66 cable arrived in our Paris office saying that there was a visa there for me oh well I
took me I think three days to get ready if we go to Paris and I went straight from Paris out to Phnom Penh
and on up into Hanoi how were you received well I tell you
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how were you received well I tell you how I was received I got in i got into hanoi about ten o'clock in the
evening flying in a total blackout the plane totally blacked out because it was the international control
commission plane that flew from saigon to hanoi and they'd lost one plane not long before shot down by the
North Vietnamese anti-aircraft it shoot at anything that's off Hanoi totally blacked out we land on a totally
blacked out field with no lights in the plane and sit there in total darkness and be wondering what was going
to happen next the next thing that happened they opened the door and the squad of North Vietnamese
soldiers in uniform with bayonetted rifles to me flashlights in my face what guys name this country yeah that
was my introduction it was a very scary thing when they do take you then to officials they and took me down
they took me down to the airport through the blackout and into a into a very barren little room there and there
were a couple of officials there who put me in a car and took me into town well that was an envious position
for a correspondent you you had a story a angle on the story all to yourself as a Western correspondent
that's right there was as I recall some puzzlement mmm probably some criticism there was there was some
good what happened to you what repercussions were there if any well of course I was isolated from that
really because I was out there in Hanoi and you didn't get very much report in from the United States but I
heard on the VOA I had a little radio with me of course and I heard that through all kinds of response and
reaction in Washington I realized that things were in considerable disarray but I wasn't until I got back the
United States about nearly a month later that I realized that there had been a sort of a firestorm in the
Pentagon and the real campaign had been launched against did did you have any trouble in your own mind
we're there any moral considerations and so far as you were concerned not at all I went in there with with the
visa in my passport
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with with the visa in my passport clearance in my passport in the State Department and as you know it
wasn't a declared war it was perfectly okay it was a weird situation I don't think we should fight a war to those
terms frankly at it but that's the way it was Harrison the State Department knew you were going in did the
military know you were going in well I suppose so I think that they're in speaking terms to the state tip I'm
going all ways certain but I suspect it was Harrison we've we've already mentioned and agreed that the Cold
War is the longest war been going on for 35 years more or less what do you see is the responsibility of the
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the reporter the correspondent call him what you will in reporting what really amounts to an implicit war I'm
thinking of the threat of nuclear war how do you view this I think this is probably the highest responsibility that
the reporter has I think this is the area in which he must be most careful most cautious he must work hardest
to be sure that when he's reporting something he is actually reporting facts if he's reporting an opinion of an
official or a provide' toriel or something that comes out of some one of the agencies in Washington that at the
same time that he makes that report if he has any information that bears on that that he incorporates that in
his article as well saying that the statement says that the Russians have only have 1,100 SS 20s in Europe
but the information that we have from the Pentagon shows that they have X number so that the reader can
make his own evaluation of the report I seems to me the most valuable function which the reporter can can
render is to present
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reporter can can render is to present the facts to the readers in general and also not only the readers in
general but to the officials and the and the government and people around the world because while one can
say very easily well the White House has available to it all the best intelligence in the world as you know very
well sometimes you can have too much intelligence you can just stack up like that and from years and years
of experience in reporting in Washington I know that the way you get the attention of the White House very
often when they're so busy and distracted is to have a story on page 1 of The Times or page 1 of the
Washington Post or the LA Times or a broadcast on the evening news it gets instant attention and otherwise
it works its way up to the bureaucratic they never get there so this isn't a very important function that the
reporter in the best sense of the word is is rendering not only to the readers the ordinary readers but to the
specialized readers and sometimes reporters don't think of that they don't realize that this is that one of the
most important things that is the direct route to the top that's quite a quite a lot of power it is it is you bet it is it
has to be exercised with the greatest care well speaking of care and responsibility paper you work for the
New York Times is certainly a reputation for being responsible not lacking in Courage which brings us to a
decision to print in the public interest and I'm I presume that was the decision in your editorial offices when
you went to the Pentagon that's absolutely true and it was a decision that was not reached lightly in any
sense of the word mm-hmm it was a decision that that really was formed over a period of time first reporter
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over a period of time first reporter came in and said he thought he could get access to these documents he
wasn't even absolutely sure that he what they were well the editor said fine we have to see what they are
before we can make any decisions of it then the reporter brings back some sample documents the reporter in
question being Neal Sheen the man who really broke this story the editors looked at these things and said
well this is extremely interesting you've got some material here which has a very direct bearing on public
policy but we still we have five of the documents and you say there are thousands of them maybe maybe
some kids have made these things up in some basement and up in Cambridge who knows so when they
went through the whole process and it was not until Sheehan was able to bring into the office literally and
physically the whole of the Pentagon Papers which I think required as I recall two paper cartons to fill the
filled with Xerox materials and they were all analyzed not just by a few top editors who say oh yeah that's
great stuff we publish it but by hole series of editors who analyzed how much of this was new and whether
there was anything that affected direct national security and things of that time that it was finally decided by
the editors that this was something that times ought to do and in this period weeks had gone by but this was
still not a decision to publish the decision to publish could only be made in a matter of this kind by the
publisher himself Arthur R kosoul's burger punch sells burgers he's called naturally they went to him not with
all these boxes and materials but they told him what the in essence this was and he said well I'm not
deciding wait until you can present me something in the way of stories and materials and so forth and so on
and then then we'll sit down and discuss it that was followed then by a series of conferences by the top
editors the publisher and the legal counsel at times because after all this involved legal questions was it legal
for The Times to do it where are we going to get sued by the government
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going to get sued by the government would we be arrested if we did it and so forth and so on and in any
event is it's possibly it was so important that you ought to risk go through that risk but anyway we have to
know this process went right on until literally two days before those papers were finally published they
already had been set in type they've been edited but the final word on this had not come through now I think
that is what I recall a responsible way a newspaper handles something of enormous delicacy and there were
consultations to outside the paper with specified individuals that didn't run down to the White House and say
what about this material it haven't been produced by mr. Nixon you know probability had no knowledge that it
even existed no reason why should it was all done in the last days of the Johnson administration and put
away and some safe and forgotten about I think that this is the kind of a process which must be insisted on if
you're going to go through this kind of a momentous decision because this is a momentous decision then
that material was published as you know it was published over a period I think of three days before the
government stepped in and there was a lot of argument inside the government that's what they to do in fact
mr. Nixon's original in inclination was not to sue at all that just his first responsibility was so long it doesn't
touch us this all happened in the other administration but then there were second thoughts and one thing and
another and they finally decided to go into action so so I think on both sides you had lots of cogitation and
then finally a confrontation which went inevitably up the Supreme Court you know I think some of us have
forgotten what the Pentagon Papers really were how would you describe them today well Robert McNamara
who was Secretary of Defense having arrived at a point where he was somewhat concerned about the
course of the war and have begun to have doubts instructed his staff to prepare a history of our total
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prepare a history of our total involvement in the war the basic steps anything which they could spot as being
a mistake or a possible conflict that ought to be examined the idea that when this history was completed it
would be made public so that we would be able to avoid the errors of the past in the future Harrison do you
believe that our free press in our democracy will make it impossible for such a war as Vietnam to again be
sold to the American public impossible is a very big word I can conceive of circumstances and situations
particularly further down in the future as memories inevitably erode we're the same thing could happen again
I think at the present time there's a very definite we we've been inoculated against it you can see people get
very nervous if they think that something like that might happen again I see nothing in the process some of
the TV commentators and some of the executives and some of the men who covered the Vietnam War see
the I have a vision of what they call an open war that any war in the future will be an open war by this they
mean that the television cameras will be right out in the battlefield covering things the way they did in the
there would be no censorship except what you call a troop unit and number and deployment censorship and
that if the government attempts to to restrict it in any way that the people in Congress and the broadcasting
companies will rise up and make this impossible I can't say that I really believe that I think that the
circumstance could repeat itself and only history will determine the more we know about what happened in
the Vietnam War and how the decisions were made and what really went on out there then I think the more
aware we can be but the mistakes don't originate with presidents
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mistakes don't originate with presidents generals TV commentators that come out of our whole body politic if
you want to find one reason why we got into Vietnam I'd say it was ignorant we didn't know where Vietnam
was on the map we got in there up to our hips before we realized what we were doing and we never did
figure out what started the whole conflict out there we ever clear what our objective was I don't think we were
I think different people had different objectives the military win the war I mean that's what the military is there
for win a war the politicians sometimes they wanted to win the war sometimes they wanted not to lose the
peace they were very hard to understand one wonders about the future in this world of satellites instant
communication you might say a world that's only microseconds apart how would it be possible for military
and governmental authorities in the future to maintain a censorship it's a very difficult technical question I
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think it could be done but it might be extraordinarily difficult to do it because zip the reports in New York
before anybody can stop it you can only do it with the threat of prison or execution I would think to people the
equipment will be there it should be only the threat against the illegal use that would keep you from doing it
right that's right and of course military commanders do have a lot of power line punishes you we well know
right well let's look back at the wars that you and I have covered and those we've read about World War one
would it have gone any longer if they'd been would it have been a shorter war with almost one if there had
been direct honest uncensored reports from that front it wouldn't have gone more than a year and a half I
mean once you got into that savage butchery a million men in the psalm and EEP and all that sort of thing I
don't think the world could have stood it World War two was pretty well reported it was a long
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was pretty well reported it was a long war it was a long war but it was a war that was fought on successive
fronts and I don't believe it could have been shortened in any way but any difference in the reporting of the
communication Vietnam was the longest war I think and it was almost over communicated wasn't it it was
yes and it didn't seem this well it stopped it eventually I guess or contributed to to them I suppose it did but
when we were apt to lose sight of the fact that that if it contributed say to the signing of the truce in Paris
eventually in January of 73 the war went on for another two years in one form or another before it all fell in
many people think that the major effect of the reporting occurred at the time of Tet and thereafter which
contributed to Johnson's decision to bring the war to an end war didn't end in 68 it went on and on and on it's
a very open factor I think but we have the the public has had more and more information over the years
about the wars in which we've been involved what's your conclusion here's some that you think you think the
public is wiser smarter I think probably it is I I believe that information and particularly accurate information
must be at the basis of public decisions certainly if you don't have it they're going to be ignorant decisions so
I would suppose that the public is a better informed now the decision should be better and indeed that
decisions from the government should be better but there's no guaranteeing yet eris and I suppose you'd
agree with me that we've we've raised more questions than we've provided answers no doubt about that well
perhaps that's the nature of our profession war as all of us who have witnessed and reported it know is a
savage and senseless activity and should
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savage and senseless activity and should have no part among civilized men and yet yet it persists in human
affairs if it is our role to bring it the war to your living room and then you must decide whether to turn off your
set or to turn off part of yourselves Clete Roberts here I thank you I bid you goodnight

END
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